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A multi-discipline team

Core service brochure.

Our complete service offers you:

A fast turnaround production line
An integrated workflow process
A low cost solution
360@woodgroup.com

360o Repair Orders.
Using a handpicked multiskilled team we are delivering
major improvements in efficiency.

Total clarity.
Maximum efficiency.
No surprises.
Key benefits:
• Fixed price, low-cost pay-as-you-go
service
• Prioritised delivery of engineering
and fabrication
• Rapid set up following approval
• No more high cost surveyors
• Multi discipline personnel ready for
quick deployment
• Innovative survey techniques
• Integrated fabrication with rapid
turnaround
• Campaign service for rapid execution
• Continuous review across all orders
to bring further cost savings
Getting your repairs in order.

Multi-discipline delivery.

Falling costs.

Repair orders are a crucial area of asset integrity. Ongoing
operations can give rise to a regular number of repair orders
which left unchecked will grow to a significant backlog. 360o
Repair Orders is a service set up specifically to target this
backlog.

Each individual is a self contained repair order expert, able to
survey, design, build and install. This keeps interfaces to a minimum
and streamlines the process while drastically reducing personnel
on board. We also have the ability to use existing maintenance
and construction crews, further reducing costs.

The average cost of a repair order has fallen significantly as
the process has evolved.

Our dedicated team is challenging and redefining the delivery

A small team with big assurance.

model for repair orders, combining an enhanced skillset with
tailored processes to rapidly eliminate backlog, improve asset
integrity and save costs.
We call the service 360o Repair Orders; a continuous review, refine
and improve loop.

Fixed and flexible.
We’ve developed the estimating process, bringing simple fixed cost
solutions for a range of standard repairs to improve budget and
schedule control. Further savings are achieved through integrated
fabrication.
By basing around fixed cost commercials we can:
•
Build throughput into a production line
•
Combine backlog across contracts
•
Provide faster and more reliable solutions
•
Reduce costs
From a substantial repair list we can develop a production line
to attack your deliverables in the most efficient way possible,
the more work we get the more we can drive costs down.

We’ve evolved the team specifically to address repair orders.
Flexible, agile and dynamic but with the assurance that only
comes from being part of a large, well established organisation.
Drawing from experience but not restrained by it.

Continuous improvement.
As we continue to build on the service our understanding of
each customers requirements and the needs of the asset will
be refined further, helping us to become more consistent and
predictable. This will help you:
•
Stay on schedule
•
Keep to budget
•
Balance your maintenance routine

The 360o Repair Order
team has created an
efficient and reliable
process. They are
delivering an effective
service at a much lower
cost base.

We can demonstrate significant
reductions over the total installed
cost of a traditional repair order.

For higher planned volume workscopes we can offer further
savings.

Integrated fabrication...
Our goal is to offer a fully integrated, end to end service from
survey to signoff. With rapid response personnel we can
go from initital survey to design and fabrication in a matter
of hours. With every phase fully integrated and multi-skilled
personnel we can speed through the process without the usual
cross discipline interfaces.

...or modular support.
Our construction team can also execute specific campaign
scopes. This service features a self contained workshop
solution that can be mobilised to your asset along with industry
leading supervision. All permitry and work instructions are
created before mobilisation, increasing efficiency and reducing
offshore time.

Complete end-to-end service.
The team is trained to cover all parts of the process from start
to finish, so you don’t have to project manage or bring in further
specialists.

We use a tiering system to select and schedule work by size
and scope. This helps us set up a production line to quickly
work through similar scopes.

Contact us.
We’re ready and waiting for the
opportunity to support you:
360@woodgroup.com

With the introduction of a dedicated repair
order team to our service line, Wood Group
is breaking long standing industry norms and
paving the way to greater efficiency.

